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2\ Physics of a quantum system with gravity in some
volume V can be described in terms of degrees of
freedom that can be contained in its boundary".
The general idea is that some systems tend naturally
to black holes and for the others we can nd processes
that transform them into black holes and increase their
entropy. So: the maximum entropy is limited by the
boundary area (in Planck units). That means: Quantum
mechanics plus gravity in 3 spatial dimensions is equiva-
lent to an image that can be mapped in a bidimensional
projection. The area of the boundary in units of Planck
area represents the maximum number of degrees of free-
dom in the interior volume. It is presently believed that
a (candidate to ) quantum gravity theory should satisfy
this principle.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MALDACENA
CONJECTURE
Soon after Maldacena's seminal article, Gubser , Kle-
banov and Polyakov[7] and Witten[8] have elaborated
the general conjecture showing how to calculate Physi-
cal quantities of a conformal theory in the boundary of
an anti-de Sitter (AdS) space in terms of a bulk theory.
In order to see how this correspondence holds, let us rst
remind that an anti-de Sitter space of n + 1 dimensions
(AdS
n+1
) is a space of constant negative curvature that
can be taken as a Hyperboloid in a larger n + 2 dimen-































We can introduce coordinate systems inside AdS like the
global coordinates ; ;

i
, more used before the discov-
ery of the AdS=CFT correspondence, dened by:
X
0
=  sec  cos 
X
i














= 1 ; 0   < =2 ; 0   < 2
Note that the time variable  is compact, so we must
\unwrap" it by actually considering the AdS covering
space (that means an innite set of copies of AdS spaces
in the  direction.
For the AdS/CFT correspondence the so called
Poincare coordinates (z ; x
i
; t ) ( with z  0) are more


























































The AdS boundary, where the Conformal Field Theory
is dened corresponds to the region z = 0 plus a point
at innity: z =1.
Witten[8] has interpreted the AdS=CFT correspondence
in terms of a holographyc mapping: boundary values of
elds that have dynamics dened inside the AdS space
act as sources of correlation functions of the boundary
conformal eld theory (CFT). The simplest illustrative
example is that of a scalar massless eld (massless) in
AdS (more details can be found in [7, 8, 16, 17]. Taking
a scalar eld in the bulk, with boundary value
(z ; x
i




; t) as z ! 0 .
and conformal operators O (x
i
; t) on the boundary, the
generator of correlation functions for this CFT operators
(now: x
i
; t  x for simplicity)
Z [
0



























where the elds 
0
act as sources will be calculated





































we can relate the eld in AdS bulk in terms of boundary
values:











































So we nd, for example, the two point correlation func-
tion for the operators O(x)
hO(x)O(y )i 
1
(x   y )
2n
as expected from conformal invariance.
Let us remark that the operators O of the CFT are not
in general scalar elds but rather composite operators
whose conformal dimension depends on the dimension of
the space.
IV. COUNTING DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN
AdS SPACE
Considering the geometry of AdS space in Poincare





at some small z = Æ will



































If we associate (in a regularised way) degrees of freedom
with volume cells of the space we see that we can map the
V cells in area cells of A. This reduction of degrees of
freedom associated with the fact that the volume is pro-
4portional to the area should be reected in a quantum
theory in AdS . How can it be so? The hint comes from
the analisys of the Cauchy problem in the AdS space con-
sidered in [2, 3]: massless particles can enter or left the
AdS from spatial innity in nite times. So a consistent
quantization (that means a well dened Cauchy problem)
requires a compactication of the space. One has to add
a surface at innity where boundary conditions have to
be imposed. (Like the cover of a box: nothing enters or
lefts the space). These references considered global coor-
dinates where the boundary is the hypersurface  = =2.
Now considering the Cauchy problem in Poincare Co-
ordinates, particles without mass may come from or go
to z ! 1 in a nite time. But how can we compact-
ify the z coordinate that has innite range? The answer
















were we take the range of the coordinates z as Æ  z  R
in order to avoid the singularity at the origin and to
stop the rst chart at some arbitrarily large R. For z
0






= ÆR=(R   Æ) in
order to map the rest of the space. The two sets must be
compact because we need to impose boundary conditions
that match them togheter.




The important consequence of this representation of the
compact AdS space in terms of two compact coordinate
charts is that even in the Poincare coordinate chart the
eld spectrum is discrete







































The important consequence of this discretization of the
eld spectrum is that it makes possible to nd a one to
one mapping between bulk and boundary theories. This
would not be possible if the spectrum were continous. We
can understand this by an analogy with the fact that it is
possible to nd a one to one mapping of an enumerable
set of lines into one single line but it is not possible to
map (one to one) a plane and a line. This is explained
in [21] were an explicit mapping between scalar elds in
AdS space and scalar elds on the boundary is presented.
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